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The Cosmic Serpent 2016-02-11

a gripping investigation that opens fresh perspectives on biology and anthropology at the cutting edge of
contemporary thought guardian a thoroughly enjoyable read sunday telegraph while living among
peruvian indians anthropologist jeremy narby became intrigued by their claim that their phenomenal
knowledge of plants and biochemistry was communicated to them directly while under the influence of
hallucinogens despite his initial scepticism narby found himself engaged in an increasingly obsessive
personal quest the evidence he collected on subjects as diverse as molecular biology shamanism
neurology and ancient mythology led inexorably to the conclusion that the indians claims were literally
true to a consciousness prepared with drugs specific biochemical knowledge could indeed be directly
transmitted through dna itself a gripping investigation that opens fresh perspectives on biology
anthropology and the limits of rationalism the cosmic serpent is new science of the most exhilarating kind

The Cosmic Serpent 1998

this is an adventure in science and imagination which tracks a young french anthropologist through the
amazonian rain forests the libraries of europe and the world s most arcane scientific journals following
strange clues intuitions and extraordinary coincidences to reveal scientific data

Cosmic Serpent 1999-05

this adventure in science and imagination which the medical tribune said might herald a copernican
revolution for the life sciences leads the reader through unexplored jungles and uncharted aspects of
mind to the heart of knowledge in a first person narrative of scientific discovery that opens new
perspectives on biology anthropology and the limits of rationalism the cosmic serpent reveals how
startlingly different the world around us appears when we open our minds to it

Intelligence in Nature 2006-03-02

continuing the journey begun in his acclaimed book the cosmic serpent the noted anthropologist ventures
firsthand into both traditional cultures and the most up todate discoveries of contemporary science to
determine nature s secret ways of knowing anthropologist jeremy narby has altered how we understand
the shamanic cultures and traditions that have undergone a worldwide revival in recent years now in one
of his most extraordinary journeys narby travels the globe from the amazon basin to the far east to
probe what traditional healers and pioneering researchers understand about the intelligence present in all
forms of life intelligence in nature presents overwhelming illustrative evidence that independent
intelligence is not unique to humanity alone indeed bacteria plants animals and other forms of nonhuman
life display an uncanny penchant for self deterministic decisions patterns and actions narby presents the
first in depth anthropological study of this concept in the west he not only uncovers a mysterious
thread of intelligent behavior within the natural world but also probes the question of what humanity
can learn from nature s economy and knowingness in its own search for a saner and more sustainable way
of life
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Stones of the New Consciousness 2021-01-12

details the spiritual healing and energetic qualities of stones such as moldavite nuummite circle stones
nirvana quartz from the himalayas and high vibrational natrolite from the emerald mines of russia
features color photos of exceptional examples of each of the stones includes practices for deepening one
s awareness of the stones gifts from expanding consciousness to healing to awakening the light body to
fulfilling one s personal and collective destiny in stones of the new consciousness robert simmons
examines the 62 most important stones to help accelerate and enhance conscious evolution and spiritual
awakening each entry is illustrated with color photos of exceptional examples the stones include
moldavite the extraterrestrial amorphous crystal nuummite the oldest gemstone on earth and circle
stones the highly energetic flint found in crop circle formations other featured rarities include nirvana
quartz from the himalayas and high vibrational natrolite from the emerald mines of russia simmons begins
with a new approach to meditation with stones and to the possibility of conscious relationship with the
spiritual beings who express themselves in our world as crystals and minerals he includes historical and
mythological references for each stone positing that the fabled stone of the holy grail and the
philosopher s stone of the alchemists may have physical counterparts among the minerals discussed
simmons presents practices for deepening one s awareness of the stones gifts from expanding one s
consciousness to healing to awakening the light body to fulfilling one s personal and collective destiny
while emphasizing direct contact with stones the book also explores crystal energy tools energy
environments and applications such as stone elixirs and essences that can aid anyone on a spiritual path
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The cosmic serpent 1980

serpent and dragon symbolism is ubiquitous in the art and mythology of premodern cultures around the
world over the centuries conflicting hypotheses have been proposed to interpret this symbolism which
while illuminating have proved insufficient to the task of revealing a singular meaning for the vast
majority of examples in the serpent symbol in tradition dr dailey argues that in what the symbolist rene
guenon and the historian of religions mircea eliade have called traditional or archaic societies the serpent
dragon transculturally symbolizes matter a state of being that is constituted by the perception of the
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physical world as chaotic in comparison to what traditional peoples believed to be the higher meta
physical source of the physical world or nature in the course of dr dailey s investigations into the
meaning of traditional serpent dragon symbolism the following contributions have proved invaluable 1
gu�non s interpretation of the language of traditional symbolism and the metaphysics that underlies it
as well as his interpretation of the terminology of the hindu doctrines 2 eliade s interpretation of
traditional archaic societies by means of his concepts of chaos creation axis mundi world axis and
sacred and profane and 3 the insights of various other researchers of serpent dragon symbolism beyond
purporting to resolve some of the mystery of the ancient and varied symbolism of the serpent dragon the
serpent symbol in tradition strives to serve the related functions of interpreting the symbolic meanings of
a wide variety of premodern artifacts and narratives as well as providing a study of the origination and
ancient human awareness of the mentioned state of matter

The Serpent Symbol in Tradition 2022-01-24
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health of the human spirit second edition spiritual dimensions for personal health is a thoughtful
examination of the ageless topic of human spirituality it addresses the need to acknowledge spiritual
wellness as a vital dimension of the general health and well being of the individual and examines the
dynamic balance between mind body spirit health and the roadblocks and distractions on the spiritual
path dr seaward includes many behavioral suggestions to enhance the health of the human spirit he
presents the material in an approachable user friendly manner by engaging the reader and carefully
distinguishing the differences between spirituality and religion

Health of the Human Spirit 2012-02-15

evelyn brodie worked as an economist in government and the city then as a live television journalist head
of financial communications and strategic communications consultant until undeniable experiences forced
her to change her belief system i had unconsciously adopted the role of scary corporate bitch which
required me to suppress my femininity intuition and compassion in favour of being super rational
judgemental and selfish i had absolutely no religious or spiritual beliefs today evelyn is a shaman reiki
master and craniosacral therapist helping people to release the limiting beliefs of their social conditioning
and step into their potential this is her story describing the esoteric experiences that forced her to change
her belief system and adopt a new way of living remote viewing re birthing and shamanic journeying led her
to investigate the multi dimensional non local world of quantum physics and the new physiological
discoveries of epigenetics and psychoneuroimmunology i discovered mounting scientific evidence to support
the ancient traditions of energy healing shamanism prayer and meditation this knowledge is available but
not widely taught corporate bitch to shaman is a popular science medicine book that covers a number of
topics philosophy non locality quantum entanglement biology and consciousness it will appeal to
readers interested in taking more control of their own mental physical and emotional health including
expanding their range of conscious awareness helping people to achieve their magnificence and potential is
one of my life s purposes today i hope readers will be intrigued and challenged by how 21st century
science is evolving to validate the ancient healing wisdoms of the indigenous peoples and mystics around
the world i invite you to share my journey and hope it encourages you to go on to experience the benefits
of at least some of these expanded state of consciousness for yourself

Corporate Bitch to Shaman 2013-09-09

shalom hotep and 13ahavah to all who bliss this works with your precious attention and focus it is my
sincere hope and will that this compiled work of divine and right knowledge will elevate protect inform
uplift and inspire you to a better existence and future this information has been hidden from my people for
too long but now is the time of great revealing so that we may free ourselves from the shackles of
bondage and be resurrected from mental death and live as we were always meant to which is in harmony
with our consanguinity and true customs and culture love truth peace justice and freedom for all this
level of scholarship is brought to you by th elders of the moors order of the roundtable just a few of
the loyal and faithful moors who carryout and embody what it is the prophet noble sheik sharif abdul ali
a k a drew ali uncovered and brought back to the asiatics of th north gate north west amexem north
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west afrika may th divine will of allah light th flame of your consciousness and revive th ancestral
greatness of thy pedigree all is well and well is all bro mafuz el bey

Isonomi 2018-04-27

the seer and the sayeris a true story that is a tourbook guiding usinto the landscape of a transformed
post 2012 new earth journey with victoria hanchin hand in hand as she and her co travelers are led on a
miraculous spiritual adventure that transforms them into seers and sayers witness with them the
ongoing revelations presented by the aware intelligence of nature and creation join with them as they
accept mother earths invitation to enter into a consciousness of oneness to become the eyes and the
mouthpiece for the new earth being revealed to them a new earth where all life participates as conscious
co creators writing the next story of creationtogether

The Seer and the Sayer 2012-08-24

an exploration of the connections between feminine consciousness and altered states from ancient times
to present day explores the feminine qualities of the psychedelic self ancient female roots of shamanism
and how altered states naturally tap into the female archetype discusses feminist psychedelic activism
female ecstatics goddess consciousness the dark feminine and embodied paths to ecstasy includes
contributions by martina hoffmann amanda sage carl ruck and others women have been shamans since time
immemorial not only because women have innate intuitive gifts but also because the female body is wired
to more easily experience altered states such as during the process of birth whether female or male the
altered states produced by psychedelics and ecstatic trance expand our minds to tap into and enhance
our feminine states of consciousness as well as reconnect us to the web of life in this book we discover
the transformative powers of feminine consciousness and altered states as revealed by contributors
both female and male including revered scholars visionary artists anthropologists modern shamans
witches psychotherapists and policy makers the book begins with a deep look at the archetypal dimensions
of the feminine principle and how entheogens give us open access to these ancient archetypes including
goddess consciousness and the dark feminine the contributors examine the female roots of shamanism
including the role of women in the ancient rites of dionysus the eleusinian sacrament and norse witchcraft
they explore psychedelic and embodied paths to ecstasy such as trance dance holotropic breathwork and
the similarities of giving birth and taking mind altering drugs looking at the healing potential of the
feminine and altered states they discuss the power of plant medicines including ayahuasca and the
recasting of the medicine woman archetype for the modern world they explore the feminine in the creative
process and discuss feminist psychedelic activism sounding the call for more female voices in the
psychedelic research community sharing the power of femtheogenic wisdom to help us move beyond a
patriarchal society this book reveals how feminine consciousness when intermingled with psychedelic
knowledge carries and imparts the essence of inclusivity interconnectedness and balance our world needs
to heal and consciously evolve

Psychedelic Mysteries of the Feminine 2019-04-30

an in depth study of humanity s anunnaki origins and the anunnaki battle for an intelligent versus
enslaved humanity explains the genetic engineering of humanity by an anunnaki scientist ninmah shows how
the concepts of sin and the inferiority of women arose from enlil s will to keep humanity underdeveloped
clashing with enki s and ninmah s plan to make us equal in intelligence reveals how humanity s long
history of conflict was shaped by the battle between enki and his brother enlil further developing the
revolutionary work of zecharia sitchin chris hardy shows that the gods of ancient myth visitors from
the planet nibiru created us using their own divine dna first through dna extraction from their own ribs
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marrow and later by direct relations with early human females drawing upon multiple sacred texts hardy
details the genetic engineering of humanity by anunnaki scientist ninmah with the help of enki and hermes she
reveals how ninmah s first female human creation tiamat eve contained more alien dna than the earlier male
one adamu and how the biblical noah represents the perfection of her work examining the war between
anunnaki brothers enki and enlil hardy reveals how the concepts of sin and the inferiority of women were
born out of enlil s attempts to enslave and then wipe out humanity repeatedly thwarted by enki and
ninmah the author further explains how the sacred sexuality taught to humans still seen in tantric
practice became suppressed millennia later by the patriarchal concept of original sin and how innocent eve
took the blame for the expulsion from eden and fall from grace showing that the god who created us was
not the same god who expelled us from eden hardy explains that there will be no apocalypse because the
good evil duality has never truly existed it has been only enemy gods fighting and implicating humanity in
the wake of their own competition for power with a full psychological understanding of how the ancient
gods have shaped humanity s ongoing history of conflict we can move beyond the framework of my good
versus your evil imposed by enlil and begin to steer our own planetary destiny

DNA of the Gods 2014-03-21

identity and the quartered circle is an eclectic wiccan discussion of the search for identity through the
power of a cast circle and the four directions the book defines the circle as a container for magic a
chapter on psychological identity follows from casting a circle to meeting the elementals and winged
spirits of faerie the author leads the reader on a personal journey in consciousness at its conclusion we
can speak intelligently of merger with the gods and oneness and the reader can answer the big four
questions who am i why am i here where did i come from and where am i going

Identity and the Quartered Circle 2013-06-28

from the bestselling author of fingerprints of the gods and creator of the explosive netflix series ancient
apocalypse supernatural of or relating to things that cannot be explained according to natural laws
as gripping as any thriller new statesman provocative and fascinating daily mail less than 50 000 years
ago mankind had no art no religion no sophisticated symbolism no innovative thinking then in a dramatic
and electrifying change described by scientists as the greatest riddle in human history all the skills and
qualities that we value most highly in ourselves appeared already fully formed as though bestowed on
us by hidden powers graham hancock sets out to investigate this mysterious before and after moment and
to discover the truth about the influences that gave birth to the modern human mind his quest takes him
on a journey of adventure from the stunningly beautiful painted caves of prehistoric france spain and
italy to remote rock shelters in the mountains of south africa where he finds a treasure trove of
extraordinary stone age art ending in the depths of the amazon rainforest where he drinks the powerful
plant hallucinogen ayahuasca with indian shamans whose paintings contain images of supernatural beings
identical to the animal human hybrids depicted in prehistoric caves and rock shelters could these
supernaturals be the ancient teachers of mankind and is human evolution in fact more purposeful and
intelligent that we have barely even begun to understand a welcome exploration and celebration of the
mystery inside our skulls guardian extraordinary daily express intelligent and articulate his writing is as
expert as you would expect from an esteemed international correspondent scotsman hancock s most
important book quite stunning independent

Supernatural 2010-12-07

hugh takes us on an adventure from the heights of glastonbury tor to the pyramids of guatemala and the
volcanoes of hawaii after meeting some indigo children on the spring equinox in hawaii hugh was initiated
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into working on the planetary grid system that included decoding the mysteries of the dolphins and the
changes that are happening within our dna the adventure includes revelations about galactic alignment
2012 and a coming shift in consciousness which the children all know about join hugh on this journey as
he unlocks the secrets one by one includes a comprehensive nutritional health guide for indigo children i am
certainly impressed by the eclectic nature of the material and the skill with which you have integrated
the often complex subjects to reveal the greater picture now unfolding simon peter fuller author of
rising out of chaos

THE PSYCHIC CHILDREN - Dolphins, DNA and the Planetary Grid
2007-12-02

shows how the astrological cycle around the signs of the zodiac represents the alchemical
transformation of consciousness and chakra awakening expands the meaning of each astrological sign
based on its association with the chakras and the alchemical transmutation cycle from lead to gold
offers sample chart analyses to show how you can discover your spiritual challenges and opportunities
demonstrating the connections between astrology alchemy and yoga frederick baker reveals how he
discovered their correspondences by rotating the natural order of the zodiac placing aquarius and
capricorn at the bottom and cancer and leo at the top to reflect the alchemical order of metals from
lead to gold is alchemical tantric arrangement then revealed a corresponding alchemical order of the
seven traditional planets from saturn lead to sun gold and also aligned with the seven chakras and the
three major energy channels nadis of the tantric yoga system including the channel through which
kundalini energy rises from root chakra to crown chakra baker uses these rediscovered correspondences
to expand the meaning of each astrological sign based on their association with the chakras the
alchemical transmutation cycle from lead to gold and the wisdom of ancient myth he also offers
expanded meanings for each chakra in association with the twelve signs of the zodiac and their ruling
planets as well as new insights into the influence of chiron and eris the author provides a complete
analysis of his own birth chart as well as alchemical tantric astrology insights into significant events
over the past few decades including the intense changes of 2020 baker s revolutionary new take on our
individual spiritual journeys shows how the astrological cycle around the signs of the zodiac represents
the alchemical and tantric transformation of consciousness and the natural path of spiritual unfolding

Alchemical Tantric Astrology 2021-06-01

a compilation of writings on the chemical biological psychological and experiential dimensions of
ayahuasca includes 24 firsthand accounts of ayahuasca experiences and resulting life changes including
contributions from j c callaway charles s grob and dennis j mckenna discusses the medical and
psychological applications of ayahuasca ayahuasca is a hallucinogenic amazonian plant mixture that
has been used for hundreds perhaps thousands of years by native indian and mestizo shamans in peru
colombia and ecuador for healing and divination many western trained physicians and psychologists have
acknowledged that this substance can allow access to spiritual dimensions of consciousness even
mystical experiences indistinguishable from classic religious mysticism in sacred vine of spirits ayahuasca
ralph metzner a pioneer in the study of consciousness has assembled a group of authoritative
contributors who provide an exploration of the chemical biological psychological and experiential
dimensions of ayahuasca he begins with more than 20 firsthand accounts from westerners who have used
ayahuasca and then presents the history psychology and chemistry of ayahuasca from leading scholars
in the field of psychoactive research he concludes with his own findings on ayahuasca including its
applications in medicine and psychology and compares the worldview revealed by ayahuasca visions to
that of western cultures
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Sacred Vine of Spirits: Ayahuasca 2005-11-22

the first dna activation in the revolutionary healing science nexus of the regenetics method potentiation
employs linguistic codes produced vocally and mentally to stimulate a self healing and
transformational ability in dna in this masterful exploration of sound healing by bestselling author sol
luckman conscious healing learn how to activate your genetic potential in a single 30 minute session
besides teaching you a technique you can perform for your family friends and even pets potentiate your
dna also 1 provides tried and true supplemental tools for maximizing your results and 2 outlines a
pioneering theory linking genetics energy and consciousness note potentiation uses the solfeggio note mi
although some readers will be attracted solely to the leading edge theoretical and scientific material
herein those desirous to potentiate themselves will need the mi tuning fork which can be ordered online
through the phoenix center for regenetics at phoenixregenetics org

Potentiate Your DNA 2010-08-11

this biography explores alice walker s life experiences and her lifework in context of her philosophical
thought and celebrates the author s creative genius and heroism born in eatonton ga in 1944 a daughter
of sharecroppers alice walker has lived a remarkable and courageous life and she continues to do so as
an elder taking inspiration from her great great great great grandmother who lived enslaved in the
american south and died at age 125 walker s activism stems from a philosophy that embraces all life and
expresses itself through courageous truth telling a resolute stand for freedom and radical love alice
walker a woman for our times offers a full examination of the intellectual underpinnings of walker s life
and her oeuvre from a philosophical standpoint this philosophical biography draws a portrait of the
author that reveals the nuances of her character clarifies the relationship between her life experiences
and her lifework and the philosophical thought that underlies both this work will be essential reading to
those interested in black studies women s studies the civil rights and black arts movements peace studies
the american south philosophy psychology sociology spirituality and new age literature and ecology
and eco feminism

Alice Walker 2017-08-18

using information from the cutting edge of modern science peake presents startling evidence that the inner
worlds of our mystics and shamans are as real or possibly even more real than the reality we experience
in waking life as his starting point peake examines the widespread historical belief that the mid brain s pine
cone shaped pineal gland activates the third eye described by mystics and seers through careful analysis
of ancient religious texts and artifacts he gives evidence that the spiritual properties of the pineal gland
have been embedded in myths and cultures across the globe why else would the buddha so often be found
wearing a pine cone hat peake then shows that it is through this small organ that we experience lucid
dreaming out of body experiences hypnagogic imagery near death experiences astral travel and the
kundalini experience the book ends with the mind blowing conclusion that all living beings are one unitary
consciousness experiencing itself subjectively

The Infinite Mindfield 2013-10-03

this book frequently returns to the theme of duality particularly in relation to the serpent and the sun
in addition to signifying danger dishonesty and death the serpent also symbolizes rebirth transformation
and healing in a similar vein the sun represents both harshness and destruction in addition to life energy
and growth the investigation of this duality implies that knowledge of these two facets is necessary to
comprehend both the natural world and the human predicament the distinction between mythology and
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historical truth is becoming increasingly hazy demonstrating how actual occurrences and cultures have
shaped myths and legends and how those have in turn influenced them it is argued that myths are more
than just fantastic stories rather they have deep roots in societal advancements and human experiences
this emphasizes how crucial mythology is to how we perceive the world and ourselves the book explores
the symbolic meanings of the sun and serpent in psychology based on carl jung s theories of archetypes
and the collective unconscious it clarifies why these symbols are so universally recognizable and
appealing the symbols are believed to resonate with deeply ingrained psychological concepts and
experiences that everyone shares making them useful tools for reflection and understanding of behavior in
others numerous studies conducted in a range of cultural contexts highlight the idea that human belief
systems are both universal and diverse the book provides examples of how various societies have
integrated and understood the symbols of the sun and the serpent in ways that are particular to their
own historical settings and cultural norms this demonstrates the diversity of human expression in
culture and the interdependence of human societies

Sacred Serpent 2024-01-07

the snake is one of humankind s most powerful and ambiguous symbols it has at various times represented
immortality and death male and female deity and demon circle and line killer and healer the highest wisdom
and the deepest subconscious by virtue of its mysterious movement potent poison fearful grip unblinking
gaze and lightning quick strike the power and image of the snake has wound its way into every culture
whether snakes are worshipped as gods feared as devils or handled in religious ceremonies to test faith
snakes have played a critical role in the human heritage this book explores the cult of the snake in world
history religion and folklore fascination with snakes has been around since the dawn of time even today
images of snakes attract attention fear disgust or admiration morgan examines that obsession with this
mysterious creature covering in vivid details such topics as mythical snakes like the plumed serpent
serpent iconography tall tales as well as the psychological symbolism that has attached itself to
snakes cultures as diverse as pre columbian america india egypt china sub saharan africa celtic europe and
the united states have all accorded the serpent a special place in their culture apparently regardless of
whether or not real snakes play an important part in the life of the people here the mysterious nature of
the snake unfolds enchanting readers with a colorful and lively discussion of its place in our history
stories religions and cultures

Il serpente cosmico. Il DNA e le origini della conoscenza 2006
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Snakes in Myth, Magic, and History 2008-09-30

a brilliant and poetic exploration of the way that we experience time in our everyday lives why does time
seem so short how does women s time differ from men s why does time seem to move slowly in the
countryside and quickly in cities how do different cultures around the world see time in a sideways look
at time jay griffiths takes readers on an extraordinary tour of time as we have never seen it before with
this dazzling and defiant work griffiths introduces us to dimensions of time that are largely forgotten in
our modern lives she presents an infectious argument for other more magical times the diverse cycles of
nature of folktale or carnival when time is unlimited and on our side this is a book for those who suspect
that there s more to time than clocks irresistible and provocative a sideways look at time could change
the way we view time forever
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ancient civilizations generated many innovations that are difficult to explain such as the remarkable
mathematical accuracy of the pyramids of giza the man made fertile soil of the amazon known as terra
preta and massive stone monuments too heavy to move in peru and lebanon among other places given that
modern science cannot explain these mysterious phenomena one theory holds that ancient aliens were
responsible for them this volume examines the credibility of various paranormal hypotheses giving readers
the opportunity to explore the greatest puzzles of antiquity

A Sideways Look at Time 2004-03-08

an important and outstanding contribution erich von d�niken bestselling author of chariots of the gods
the ancient alien question provides a captivating adventure around the world and sheds an interesting
perspective on the ancient astronaut theory giorgio a tsoukalos producer of ancient aliens the series
philip coppens covers all the bases on this controversial topic his research is thorough and he addresses
each topic with a balanced overview that cuts through the jungle of confusion with a very sharp
machete of reason david hatcher childress author of technology of the gods the ancient alien question
reveals an array of astonishing truths including a radically different understanding of the pyramids and
how they were constructed the extraordinary stories behind monuments such as the nazca lines and puma
punku how extraterrestrials came to our planet and the evidence that supports this analyzing the
historical and archaeological evidence philip coppens demonstrates that there is substantial proof that
our ancestors were far more technologically advanced than currently accepted and that certain
cultures interacted with nonhuman intelligences our ancestors were clearly not alone fifty years after
erich von d�niken posed these questions in chariots of the gods coppens provides clear concise answers to
the great historical enigmas in an accessible readable format your view of human history will never be the
same again

Ancient Aliens 2014-12-15

though love is a perennial topic for writers of all kinds much of what is written aboutlove is simplistic
and unsatisfying in conscious love richard smoley an expert on the esoteric traditions of mystical
christianity incorporates insights and wisdom about love from noted thinkers in literature art
philosophy sociology cultural criticism and even neurology this remarkable book offers a blueprint for
infusing conscious love into human relationships

The Ancient Alien Question, 10th Anniversary Edition 2021-03-01

explains the three distinct architectural styles found at the majority of sacred sites representing three
ancient world ages examines evidence of the two oldest architectural ages at sites in the sacred valley
of peru in depth connecting them to other sites around the world explores the sophisticated science behind
the construction of these stone sites including modern research on acoustic levitation and ancient use of
geopolymers all around the world are mysterious ancient monoliths with strange features perfectly
carved terraces massive steps basins and abstract forms with underground grottos and cave systems
most archaeologists have a hard time explaining them and attribute their construction to the earliest
known cultures in the area however these vestiges are found throughout asia asia minor indonesia europe
and especially in south america so they transcend regional boundaries and cultures and point toward a
long forgotten ancient worldwide civilization examining sacred sites in peru and their counterparts
around the world researcher and journalist camille m sauv� shows how they share specific
architectural characteristics and reveal evidence of a very ancient culture that once existed worldwide
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she examines the work of peruvian researcher alfredo gamarra who first described in detail the three
distinct building styles and construction methods of these sites and how they represent three ancient
world ages she explains how hanan pacha heaven above constructions the oldest style are universally
revered as sacred by the civilizations that came after them weaving together a tapestry of what early
humanity looked like the author examines the writings of famous clairvoyants like rudolf steiner madame
blavatsky and edgar cayce who recorded the works of early man through the akashic records she also
looks at myths and legends that offer insights into the three forgotten ages including connections to
lemuria and atlantis besides the more esoteric questions about who could have built these wonders the
author also examines the unique properties of the monoliths themselves and the sophisticated science
behind the construction of these stone sites she shows how they seem to be placed on earth power spots
and how most of the rocks have significant piezoelectric properties from high quartz and silica content
she also examines evidence of the use of vitrification and what seems like the ability to shape hard
metamorphosed stone without conventional tools revealing that many sacred sites are much older than
previously thought camille sauv� shows that peru may hold the secret to remembering our forgotten
prehistory

Conscious Love 2008-03-31

a journey from burning man to the akashic field that suggest how 5 meo dmt triggers the human capacity
for higher knowledge through direct contact with the zero point field examines bufo alvarius toad venom
which contains the potent natural psychedelic 5 meo dmt and explores its entheogenic use proposes a new
connection between the findings of modern physics and the knowledge held by shamans and religious sages
for millennia the venom from bufo alvarius an unusual toad found in the sonoran desert contains 5 meo
dmt a potent natural chemical similar in effect to the more common entheogen dmt the venom can be dried
into a powder which some researchers speculate was used ceremonially by amerindian shamans when
smoked it prompts an instantaneous break with the physical world that causes out of body experiences
completely removed from the conventional dimensions of reality in tryptamine palace james oroc shares his
personal experiences with 5 meodmt which led to a complete transformation of his understanding of
himself and of the very fabric of reality driven to comprehend the transformational properties of this
substance oroc combined extensive studies of physics and philosophy with the epiphanies he gained from his
time at burning man he discovered that ingesting tryptamines unlocked a fundamental human capacity for
higher knowledge through direct contact with the zero point field of modern physics known to the
ancients as the akashic field in the quantum world of nonlocal interactions the line between the physical
and the mental dissolves 5 meo dmt oroc argues can act as a means to awaken the remarkable capacities
of the human soul as well as restore experiential mystical spirituality to western civilization

Sorcerers of Stone 2024-05-21

the essential junkiness of our culture and biology

Tryptamine Palace 2009-05-21

a survey of five centuries of writings on the world s great shamans the tricksters sorcerers conjurers
and healers who have fascinated observers for centuries this collection of essays traces western
civilization s struggle to interpret and understand the ancient knowledge of cultures that revere magic
men and women individuals with the power to summon spirits as written by priests explorers adventurers
natural historians and anthropologists the pieces express the wonder of strangers in new worlds who
were these extraordinary magic makers who imitated the sounds of animals in the night or drank tobacco
juice through funnels or wore collars filled with stinging ants shamans through time is a rare chronicle
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of changing attitudes toward that which is strange and unfamiliar with essays by such acclaimed
thinkers as claude l�vi strauss black elk carlos castaneda and frank boas it provides an awesome
glimpse into the incredible shamanic practices of cultures around the world

Junkware 2011

in her relentless quest for the truth alien abductee dana redfield breaks new ground in the et human link a
book that probes new depths of personal experience as well as forbidden knowledge and history from
atlantis to biblical and american native legends to other world memories redfield shows a picture of alien
abduction like no other she explores the formidable terrain of human origins dna consciousness
reincarnation and theories about evolution of the soul daring to propose a profound purpose behind the
ufo presence presenting her theories with the verve wit and often lyrical tone of her writing redfield
draws us into the metaphorical channel between life and right hemispheres between mind links and
metafractals connections between metaphors events and experiences to share her vision of the golden
children we are becoming from the author of summoned encounters with alien intelligence redfield s in depth
knowledge of the alien abduction phenomenon blended with personal experience startling insight and
characteristic humoropens the door to new theories about the purpose and duration of extraterrestrial
interventiona compelling work on a topic that may redefine humankind s perception of ourselves our
history and the universe we live in

Shamans Through Time 2004-09-09

ET-Human Link 2001-06-01
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